Are you looking to advance you and your horse’s training, or maybe
planning to become a certified instructor or judge? Have you
considered the possibility of a CDCTA Scholarship? If you have been a
member for at least two years and have significant volunteer time at
CDCTA events, then you may qualify for a scholarship.

Name:

Jr /Adult

Address:

E-mail Address

Telephone:
1. Are you an Amateur?

Professional?

2. How many years have you been a CDCTA member?
Note: An applicant must be a CDCTA member for at least two (2) years.
Further, if one receives a CDCTA scholarship, one must wait two (2) years
before applying again.
3. Do you train primarily in Dressage or Combined Training or both?
At what Level? Do you compete?

Judge?

Please answer each of the following questions with a succinct essay:
.

*4. What volunteer work have you done for CDCTA?

.

*5. Please describe you riding, instructing or judging career and your short
and long term goals.

.

*6. Describe in detail the clinic/workshop/seminar you plan to attend using
this scholarship. If you are requesting a scholarship for training, describe
in detail your planned program of training.

.

*7. What will be your cost to attend? Please include all fees for program/plan
of instruction. Note, the scholarship cannot include travel/transport
expenses, stabling.
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*8. Describe how the scholarship will help you attain your stated goals.
*9. How will you take what you hope to learn and share it with other CDCTA
members?
*10. Include 2 letters of recommendation: one of the letters must be from
someone who knows you as an equestrian and one must be from a CDCTA
member. Note; (*) These items must be complete for your scholarship
application to be accepted for consideration.
Deadlines are March 31st, June 30th, September 30th and December 31st.

Mail application and letters to: Linda Roache
50 Gilead Road
Andover, CT 06232
Or email: roache50@gmail.com
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